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accomplishment An ability that has been acquired by training.
A poet of considerable accomplishment.

achieve
Successfully bring about or reach (a desired objective or result) by
effort, skill, or courage.
People striving to achieve.

acquire
Come to have (a particular reputation) as a result of one’s behaviour or
activities.
You must acquire the rudiments of Greek.

acquisition An ability that has been acquired by training.
Western culture places a high value on material acquisition.

behalf
As the agent of or on someone s part usually expressed as on behalf of
rather than in behalf of.
This letter is written on behalf of my client.

benefit Derive a benefit from.
Families on benefit.

businessman A person engaged in commercial or industrial business (especially an
owner or executive.

convenience
A device or control that is very useful for a particular job.
Services should be run to suit the convenience of customers not of
staff.

earnings
The excess of revenues over outlays in a given period of time (including
depreciation and other non-cash expenses.
Export earnings.

enchanting Delightfully charming or attractive.
Dinah looked enchanting.

entrancing Capable of attracting and holding interest; charming.
An entrancing smile.
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expediency
The quality of being convenient and practical despite possibly being
improper or immoral; convenience.
An act of political expediency.

fetching Very attractive; capturing interest.
A fetching little garment of pink satin.

flourishing Developing rapidly and successfully; thriving.
A flourishing career.

industrialist
Someone who manages or has significant financial interest in an
industrial enterprise.
The exploitation of child labour by nineteenth century industrialists.

maximize Make as large or great as possible.
The company was aiming to maximize profits.

pecuniary Relating to or consisting of money.
He received thanks but no pecuniary compensation for his services.

possession
(sport) the act of controlling the ball (or puck.
They said prayers to protect the people inside the hall from demonic
possession.

pro A professional especially in sport.
A pro golfer.

profit Make a profit gain money or materially.
It would profit us to change our plans.

profitable Beneficial; useful.
He d had a profitable day.

prosperous Bringing wealth and success.
A prosperous moment to make a decision.

purchase Something acquired by purchase.
They closed the purchase with a handshake.

sake
Used to indicate something that is done as an end in itself rather than to
achieve some other purpose.
Died for the sake of his country.

sideways At an angle.
The car slipped sideways into the ditch.

successful Having achieved fame, wealth, or social status.
Marketing of Japanese products has been highly successful.

thing An example or type of something.
You won t find me smoking those filthy things.
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thriving Prosperous and growing; flourishing.
Did a thriving business in orchids.

wangle Tamper, with the purpose of deception.
A rather clever wangle on the part of some of the folk at the office.

winning Succeeding with great difficulty.
Winning is not everything.


